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MARMIRO STONES IS LIVING EVERY DAY AS FREE – LIKE THEIR NEW MOSAIC LINE,
“LEAF”
An entire new line of mosaics titled “LEAF” to debut at the Architectural Digest Design Show 2019 –
booth 228

New York, New York, March 20, 2019 - Marmiro Stones, a manufacturer of natural stone that extracts
its own material from family-owned quarries in Turkey, is excited to unveil the LEAF mosaic line at this
year’s Architectural Digest Design Show, featuring a combination of this season’s trending shades: soft
hints of rose, touches of green, classic black and white hues, as well as linear dashes of metallic sheens.
This groundbreaking collection interlocks in numerous different patterns, creating both unique and bold
geometric shapes.
Heidi Arpacilar, Executive Vice President of Marmiro Stones and the designer behind the new collection,
took inspiration from a quote she coined 12-years ago: “Live every day as free, L.E.A.F.” With this new
mantra in mind, Arpacilar began to work on a collection she felt truly represented creative freedom.
“With this line, each piece is a 24”x24” with true marble thickness, and is made up of separate mosaics,”
explained Arpacilar. “Each tile brings its own color, shape, and design to a space, and when put together,
each color creates a seamless line that can bend into unique patterns. Creative passion and freedom is
evident in every detail of the mosaic, and lets you play designer with the end pattern.”
Marmiro Stones takes inspiration from the nature around them, and creates with innovation in mind. As a
vanguard of the hardscape and design industry, Marmiro has never been one to look to others for
direction. Since 1959, Marmiro Stones has been servicing both residential and commercial clientele,
reaching from the northeast all the way down to Florida. Its offices, showroom, customized fabrication
shop, and warehouse are all under on inclusive roof, allowing Marmiro to effectively control every aspect
of the business. Their natural stone products are manufactured with quality and engineered with passion.
Marmiro Stones will be exhibiting at the Architectural Digest Design Show at booth 228. The booth will
showcase both exterior and interior product lines, with LEAF welcoming visitors as the front entryway
tiles.

